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PREFATORY ADJDRESS.
I • • •

To Sir JOHN BAILEY, Knt.

One of the Justices of the Court of King's Bench,

nni

Mv Lord,

As it fell to your lot to pass sentence on this poor man,

1 cannot help thinking" that you are the most iSt person

for this Pamphlet to be addressed to, because it places in a

proper point of view the Doctrine of Conscience, Both on

the trial, and when he appeared to receive sentence, Judge

Abbott and the Solicitor- General, admitted the liberty of

private judgment, and the universal right of conscience; but

then they -denied as the freedom of speech to express that

judgment, which is contemptible sophistry and cruel mockery*

I consider that Mr. Wedderburn in the Address he put in

when he went to receive judgment, supported the right of

freely speaking on religious matters, with most incontro-

vertible arguments. Indeed, neither the Chief Justice, the

Solicitor-General, nor yourself, were capable of answering

any of the arguments containedin his Defence or his Address,

except by the power you had of committing him to prison.

But when I find one of your Brother Judges (Best) seriously

stating on the Bench, that so many thousand beings as com-

pose the army " imist never reason,'" I have a right to con-

%c™fe that that gentleman would, if be had it in his power^

reduce us all to similar automatonism, and say that we must

only reason and think mechanically, according to sucb a

scale as is by Law established.

In the observations you made when passing sentence, yoii

stated that the " language of the defendant was calculated



clistress the feelings of those v,ho entertained a respect fop

the sacred scriptures;"—are all the nations of the universe tq

hold their tong-ues, because there are a handful of Christians

in the world? I speak comparatively, my Lord, for the

Christian^^ £^-\vays have been, and still are, a very small

number when compared with the other religions. But this

is not all—ought you not as a Christian to have some con-

sideration fjr your neighbour—are his feelings of less con-

sequence than your own
J
—if he is a Deist, a Sceptic, or an

' Atheist, are all the pulpiis.to ring with anathemas against bin},

and to hold him up to public ignominy, merely because he dif-

fers in opinion—and is he not to open his mouth in his defence

without being thrust into a dungeon. Perhaps your Lordr

jship will say, the Deist, the Sceptic, or the Atheist has no

occasion to go to church to hear himself blasphemed; but may

we not as justly say, that the Christian of delicate and tender

feelings, had no occasion to attend Mr. Wedderburn's

preaching or conferences? And if his doctrines did offend

some of these tender souls who chanced to drop in at his

tabernacle—why was it necessary to publish tliem to all the

world, as his prosecutors have done, by bringing him to

trial, and thereby run the risk of distressing the feelings of

some hundreds, because his Trial, his Jddress, his Letters

to the Jewish High Priest, and to the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, have, ere this, been perused by many thousand

persons, and of course amongst these I have a right to reck-

on some hundred at least of those delicate, tender sort of

Christians whose feelings would be distresed, and who

would not know before hand the real nature of the book, so

as to*be upon their guard against looking into it. ^^
I wish those who talk so much about Christianity, ill^ld

endeavour to keep in mind the great stress laid upon mercy

in their scriptures. If their God should show as little mercy

to them as they show to their fe!lo\y creatures, hpyv can any

pf them hope for saiyation.



As a lawyer, my Lord, you ouglit to have tliose celebrated

foreign authors, "Beccaria, on Crimes and Punishments,"

" Filangeri, on Legislation,'* and " Montesquieu's Spirit of

Laws." These eminent writers would have taught you the

refiec(ion which is necessary iii endeavouring to propor-

tion the punishment to the crime, and the circumstances of

the individual; and to temper justice with mercy. To send

a rich man to a distant Jail is not so great a punishme*nt a«

to send a poor man to tlie same place, because he can have

<ivery luxury but liberty. When a poor man is imprisoned,

it ought to be where his friends can reach him to throw in a

luorsel of victuals through tlie bars of his dungeon.

If you had imprisoned Mr. Wedderburn in Newgate, he

would then have had a small portion of meat, according to

the Jail allowance, and his family could have divided their

own scanty meals to make him up sufficient to support na-

ture; but by sending him to a distant Jail where no meat is

allowed, and beyond the reach of his distressed family, the

punishment is just double to him, to what it would be to

another person. And you well know, my Lord, that the

parish to which he belongs will make no allowance, even if

the man should die by starvation.

Mr. Wedderburn is a poor superannuated journeyman

tailor, on the verge of 60, and his family are too poor to ren^

der him any assistance. Bishop Sherlock was so much hurt

at the venerable Peter Annett's being- imprisoned for his re*

ligious opinions, that he supported him out of his privy purse

until his death, which happened while in confinement. I

mention this anecdote my Lord, thinking it wer« possible

that aUhougb, according to the routine of business, it became

your task to pronounce the sentence, that you might still not

approve of it inforo conscieviticB, and be inclined to render

this poor man some private assistance. I have heard that

you are the most pious and humane of all the Judges, and I

hope when approaching the throne of Grace, to supplir
'



mercy for yourself, you will remember that a poor religious

entbusiatt^ ss pious and sincere in his way as you are in

yours, is thrust into a solitary dungeon for two years, to

five upon gTey pease, and barley l)roi?}, merely because he
differed in opinion from the State religion, and had too much
honesty, and too little educaliotj to wrap lijs Sentiments up in

that cautious^ decenty and giiqrded manner which the Soli-

citor-Generfd scid he could tolerate.

I do not think I can conclude this Address better than by

an Athenian anecdote, concerning the decisions of the

Areopagites, who were so famous for their wisdom. The
learned Phocius in his BibliothQque, expatiates upon it with

delight, which shows it was a decision temperecl with an ad-

mirable spirit of humanity.

"The Areopagites were assembled together on a mountain,

with no other roof than the canopy of Heaven. A spaiTow

pursued by a hawk, iied into the midst of them for refuge;

it took shelter in the bosom of one of them, a man naturally

ef a harsh and repulsive disposition, who taking hold of the

little trembler, threw it foom him with such violence that it

was killed on the spot. The whole assembly were filled with

indignation at the cruelty of the deed; the author of it was

instantly arraigned as an alien to that sentiment of mercy so

necessary to the administration of Justice; and by the unani-

mous suffrages of his colleagues, was degraded from th«

senatorial dignity which he had so much disgraced.*'

I am,

Your Lordship's most obedieiit Servant,

'^^^ ERASMUS PERKINS.



NTS, 6re,

CHAPTER h

The innumerable hordes of piiesls, scholiasts, and
sophists, who for so many ages previous to the last

century, perplexed mankind with their his^h down ant!

conceited notions, and romantic speculations on the na-

ture of spiritual essences, incorporeal substances, and
self-existent beings above human comprehcnsioit or inlel-

iigence, uniformly contended and asserted it as a self-

evident fact, that ail the faculties of the mind were original

principles; that the affections were instinclive, and that

many of the dictates of the intellect were primary truths,

which ought to be regarded as the infallible suggestions

of nature, or its Author, and were not amenable to the

tribunal of reason;—that the suggcstior,s of the moral
instincts, antecedent to all reasoning, were of the highest

and most sacred authority, and that the negiectjiig of
these suggestions, much more the acting in contradiction

to them, was in a veryliigh degree criminal and dangerous.
And even in Yery recent times, certain philosophers of
North Britain have advocated these innate principles, and
arbitrarily and indefinitely multiplied them to such a (legiee,

that the pleasures we take in hunting and f?shin;j, and even
the love of war and military glory, have been inserted iri

the catalogue of instincts. The supporters of shis w,oi>der«

ful hypothesis do not defend it by argument, or bring
forward any satisfactory evidence in its favor; tht-y at
once asserj; the fact, and ii any opposition is brought, \hey
would silence it by a dictatorial appeal to common sense.

Against this hypothesis, which assumes so much, and
proves so little, it is objected, that the afFections, and like-
wise the intellectnai and moral principle's, if insiuictive^
would be UNIVERSAL, and their dictates irr'esJstibUe, liko
those of sighti hearing, and other naUira! senses ;—that



^ome, even of the stroiig-est afTections, are alioM'ed lo be
fafctifcious,—^as the love of money—and others arijjing froni

the peculisir situations and circumstances we are placed in,

rind from which we may reasonably infer that aii are so,

though some have been generated before memory began to

register our ideas ;^that the hypotL^esis of instinctive prin-

tiples is destitute of sinrolicity, and therefore contrary to

me general analogy of nature ; that it explains no pheno-
tnenaj but rather gives up every thing as inexplicable; thai

iesoiv^ino- all faculties and affections into instincts, puts ast05:>

to reasciijing- and philosophical researcli ; and that appealmg"

?o common sense for the establishment of an hypothesis, is

iriQ better than setting up vulgar prejudice, or gratuitous

and conMent assertion, as the standard of truth.*

J)r. Hartley has proposed a much simpler and more

truly philosophical hypot'ie^s, which assumes perception,

^^a CAPACITY for pleasure and pain, and the power of asso-

tJiATiNG idca'i, as the only ori^»:inal faculties, and which

Explains all the phenomena of the mind by those principles

JalorjOi -
. ,

As the word IDEA will be much used in this discussion, it

k necessary that we should settle its defuiition from the best

aiithorilies. An idea is the recollected picture of a sensation

Or inipression received from some outv»ard object, whicii

ha?« in itself the quality or power of operating upon us inter-

pally :-^to go faither, it is the same as image, and the term

imagination iiijplies a receptacle of images; but the tenrt

IfliaS-e being appropriated by common use to visible objects,

toufd not well be extended to other things without confu^

^ion; therefore the learned imported the Greek word idea,

^irvnifying- image or appearance, to which, being their own

peculiar property, they might affix as large a signification

a§ they pleased—the image of a sound, ot a colour, or ot

jroodnpss, would have offended our ear; but the idea oi it

Soes down very agreeably, therefore idea is the same with

tespcct to things ui general, as image is Vvith respect to

bbiects of vision.t . . . • ^^^.

In addition io tho above it may not he improper to insert

4ri this place Mr. Lbcke's definition of the same term.

« Whatsoever the mind perceives in itself, or is the imme-

diat(5 obiect of perception, thought, or understanding, that 1

call idea; and the power to produce any idea m our mind,

* Vi.le Bdsbam's Elements of Mental and Moral Philosopliy.

^ Vide Tucker's Liglit of Nature.
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that I call qiinlity of the subject wherein the power is: tfiui^

a snow-ball having the power to produce in lis, the ideas pf
white, coUl, and round, the power to produce those ideas i\\

us, as they are in the snow-ball, I call qualities ; and ^
they are sensations or perceptions in our understanding^ |

call them ideas.''

By iNNATii IDEAS, are meant inbred, inborn, original, <:^s

natural ideas, copied from no precedent perception, contem-

porary with our birth, or arising within us of themselves,

without any or either of the senses being operated upon by
external causes, such as sound, colour, smell, taste, touchy

and their different modifications and variations.

Notwithstanding the doctrine of mnate ideas is completely

exploded by all who have been taught to think by the mpst

celebrated modern philosophers, yet as it is not every body
who has time or inclination to wade through dry books pf
metaphysics, it may not be improper to give a slight sketclj

of the history of om' fuourite hypothesis.

As the obj*^ct i* not to make a great book, but on the jCpnr

trary as small a one as possible, we shall not enter into th^e

discussion, as to how far the inaxirn which will be the text of
ithe following discourse, might be traced to the metiphysips

of Aristotle, or whether the same idea, though inculcated ii^

a different manner, might not be found in the fragment prcr

served in Dioiiorus Siculns, from the writings of that greaj

and ahiiabie philosopher Epicurus,* but proceed to Thomas
Hobbes, of Malmesbnry, a very deep thinker, but upon th^Q

whole a very crude and obscure writer, a fault, perhaps, at-

tributable in a great measure to the age and the secluded

manner in which he lived. In the first part of his LeinaJJiari,

which is entitled ' of Man,' is contained his moral and philo^

sophical opinions, and (chap. 13.) we find him contending for

the general equality of men, as far as regards the organizar

tion of their mental faculties in the first instarfee, and that

the various modifications our minds afterwards undergo are

the consequences of the situations and the circumstances we
are placed in; that there is no such thing as a natural dispo-

sition 5 that when we are born our mirid is a blank, a sheet

f A man whom yve hear every day abused hy those who know nothing of
him, but whose system, v*hexi properlv exumuiecl, vnll be louud both sublime
and rational, leading* t > prar-iical liaj-pinoss, anti if ()08sesGiiig: any defect, it is

perhaps that of inculoatins^ more quii^fsm than ayiaring^ wan can arrive at.

His merits have been defended and plucs d in a briiliatit point of view by Gas-
sendi and St. fvremont. The poem of Lucretius on the Nature of Things, i?

devoted to the explanation of the philosophy oi" Epicurus, and is transiated by
iCreech, Goode, and iJusby.

•*
'

.-

••
•
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©f white p?«per, nnd that NOTiiiNa can he conceived »IjT

THROUGH THE MBBJUM OF THE SHNhES. In chap. v{, be Say.S,

whatsoever we imagine is finite, there can be no idea oi

concfl^fion of any thing we ca!! irifinife. No man can have
in Jii«5 mind an imng-e of infinite magnitude, nor conceive
iiiiinite swiftness, infiiiile lime, or infinite force or powciv.

When we say that a thing' is infinite, we sig-nify only that

we are not able to conceive the ends and bounds of the thing-

named. And also becac.se whatever we conceive, has been
perceived £rst by sense ; no man, therefore, can conceive any
thing but he must conceive it in someplace, and. endued
with some determinate magnitude, ana which may be divided
into parts.

In another phice Iw says, '* Reason is not born with ns, but
attained by industry.''—'* We love that we wish for, and our
will is notiii-jg- but the object of om' srppetite—the acquisition

of these objects constitutes our felicity ; virtue consists in

choosing* between the different objects of our desires, that

which appears best when tliey are compared tooether." The
importance of these maxims must be acknowledged by every

thinking- person, an(! a lale accomph'shed writer said, " their

weight and -value is sufncient to immortalize the name of

Ko])bes, as tendiijg- to limit the speculations of iinite intellect^

and settle our knowiedg-e on the sure basis of experience.^*

'rhoujh Hobbes was the forerunner of Locke,. it is to the

latter we are indebted for amplifying the subject; and by
reasoning- upon these propositions through the whole of his

invaluable " Treatise on the Human Understanding," recom-
Tnended it to the learned of all nations, and supported it by
such incontrovertible arguments, that it wa? immediately

adopted by every unbiassed thinker, though the musty folio

of Father Malbrafiche, (who in searching after moral and
scientific Truth could see every thing in God) for a while

retained its rank in the French universities through the in-

terested fears of arbitrary priests and bigotted- pedagogues.

It has, however, now sunk into oblivion, and the system of

Locke, backed by all the modern French philosophers, m
adopted by ninety-nine out of every hundred of those who
are caT>able of thinking for themselves.

Loclte asserts, and proves incontestibly, that there are no

innate ideas, and of course no innate practical principles;

consequently no such thing as a general notion oi right and

wrong, ind<'pendent of utility founded on experience^ He

« Tha late Williara Burden, author of a most excellent work eatitl^i

"' M&ttrials for TUiiikiisg."
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accounts most satisfactorily for the opposite opinions so ge-

nerally entertained by those who have never considered the

subject, or are accustomed to pin their faith upon the sleeves

of others
;
points out the manner in which we acquire all

our ideas, notions,^ and principles of action; and adopts, elu-

cidates, and maintains the axiom of Epicunas, that pleasure

and pain are the measure ofgood and evil to mankind. The
advantages to be derived from Locke's philosophy, if gene-
rally understood and acted upon, are innumerable ; but we
Lave to lament that his style is tedious and diffuse, and that

an ambiguity and circumlocution run through the whole of

his works> and render them repulsive to the generality of
readers, unless their minds have been previously prepared
for the task by a more easy introduction to metaphysical
subjects. He, too, like all others who are desirous of conti-

nuing orthodox in their religious opinions, is often crampt
in his enquiries and led into inconsistencies.

Doctor Hartley has thrown much light on this subject, but
he also, we are sorry to say, is not sufficiently attractive in

his manner to gain many readers, and render that service to

society his works are otherwise calculated to produce. We
could wish that both Locke and Hartley had been ushered
into the world in the more popular and imposing style of

Dugald Stewart.

We are, however, indebted to a French philosopher (Hel-
vetius) for dressing our doctrine in such a simple yet
elegant attire, as to render it attractive and fascinating to

every one who approaches it. What Hobbes produced,
Locke cherished, amplified, and introduced to the world in

a method sufficiently respectable to be taken general notice

of, Helvetius has most ably illustrated, ratified, and con-
firmed, in his " Essays on the Mind," and his " Treatise on
Man and his Education," works, which may be read, under-
stood, and enjoyed by the commonest capacity, and will

teach a person to think, and prepare him imperceptibly for

the most abstruse speculations, better than any book we have
yet met with.
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CHAPTER If.

Ts Conscience innate or acquired?

As the doctrine of the moral sense, or conscience, is so
intimately connected with the theory of the human mind,
I endeavoured in the preceding* chapter to bring together

such portions of mental philosophy, and such authorities as I

deemed necessary to form a kina of preface to the discussion

of this question.

The popular opinion is, that conscience is an internal

monitor implanted in the breast of the human animal as an
infallible guide of conduct, uniformly instructing it what is

right or wrong—and that this principle is innate and in-

stinctive. The philosophical opinion is, that it is acquired.

The error which prevails, originates in confounding the

results of instruction with those of instinct; if we divide

these, the question will appear in its true light. Instinct is

not so particularly manifest in man as in other animals; but
as man calls himself the Lord of the Creation, as he considers

the other species of animals to be entirely destitute of con-

science, reason, or judgment, and to be guided by instinct

alone, we will take the liberty of comparing them.

We observe that many animals are born blind, and conti-

nue so for several days, but during the whole of that time

they help themselves as effectually to their mother's milk as

if they could see, and were taught and assisted so to do.

This is instinct^ implanted by nature, and acts with equal

force in every species whose existence requires it. If one of

these young animals refuses to suck, it must die, because the

mother is not possessed of the powers necessary to relieve it.

This simple fact will explain the manner in which all ani-

mals are prompted by nature to perfoim those functions,

without which they could not subsist ; but when they be-

come older, many of their actions are the result of expe-

rience, memory, reason, and judgment. Do they not learn

the names they are called by, know the meaning of different

words which direct them to go to the right or the left, fast or

slow, or to stop ? Do they not, like children, remember
who uses them well or ill ? How often may you see a dog
whose business it is to stay at home during the hours of

repose, after having continued out all night, come slinking^
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in when the door is open in the morning, fearing' like the

truant school-boy to look his master in the face;—and for

why?—because he had been beaten for doing so before;—he
was conscious of his error. This I call conscience, reason-

ing upon consequences, and judgment founded upon memory
and experience, as opposed to the instinct which taught him
to suck before his eyes were open.
The case of the human animal is very different:—for in

the first instance he is completely helpless, but hi;^ mother
has powers calculated to do that for him. which instinct

teaches other animaJs to do for themselves. The moment he
is born he experiences sensations of pain. Ihe utmost care

to him at that period, is but roitgh usage; he feels cold, and
they endeavour to comfHrt him by warmth. The keen air

obtrudes within him, and produces hunger, but when placed
at the breast he is not instantaneously and instinctively im-
pelled to suck. He requires with pain and trouble to be
taught the use of that beverage whicn nature had provided
for him, and is very often a stubborn scholar in learning so

simple and necessa/y a lesson.

At first all his faculties are in embryo, and imperfect.

His powers of vision are so weak, that a strong light is of-*

fensive to them ; but as they strengthen, he finds it produce
a lively sensation, and is pleased with it. From this moment
he receives all his ideas in proportion as his faculties expand.
His wants sharpen his perceptions, and render him suscep-
tible of the impressions he receives from external objects;

from these impressions spring his ideas or notions. Produce
me a woman of intelligence, a mother of a philosophic or
discriminating turn, who has carefully watched the progress
of a child^s understanding, and Til stake my existence if she
has discovered a notion, opinion, or principle in her offspring,

not the result of experience or instruction, or reflected from
some impression on the senses from without. We might as
well expect a blind man to have a knowledge of colours, or
a deaf man of sounds, as that the " blank" the *' sheet of
white paper'* (to continue the comparison of Hobbes) should
be inscribed with distinct, correct, and intelligible ideas,

without an external operation.
It must be admitted that human animals, as far as relates

to their physical constitution, are swayed by different tem-
peraments, such as the sanguine, the phlegmatic, the choleric,
and the melancholic, according as they are more or less

blended or predominant, and that these must have some ef-

fect in the complexion of their character; but at the same
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time it may be earnestly contended, that the general charac-

ter, temper, and disposition of an individual, are greatly de-

pendent upon the circumstances by which they are modified.

It may likewise be acknowledged (with Hume) that selfish-

ness, revenge, and the sexual passion, are innate propensi-

ties, but they are very different from ideas or principles.

A gross selfishness is on« of the first propensities exhi-

bited by children as they grow up, in their indiscriminately

seizing every thing which pleases them, taking it from others,

and appropriating it to themselves. This greedy, grasping
disposition woukl continue, if it was not checked, and the

child taught better by those around it; and his first moral
instruction goes no farther than to such wrong things as his

then practise and capacity can extend to; such as making an
improper noise, getting dirty, or the like; and is gradually

enlarged according to his capability and sphere of action.

Revenge, and the sexua:l passion are likewise to a certain ex-

tent restrained by education and the institutions of society.

It is because our moral instruction commenced before memo-
ry began to register its ideas, and has kept pace with our

progressive knowledge and experience, that those who do
not examine minutely the operations of the mind, have been
led to suppose that conscience was innate. A more close

study of mankind will convince us, that not only our con-

science, but our character, conduct, manners, opinions, po-
litical and religious notions, are entirely the effect of educa-

tion. By education, is not meant the mere drilling which we
receive at schools or colleges, but in the broad sense in which
Helvetius uses it, who considers every thing as a part of our
education which has a tendency to form our characters.

—

Temperament, as before stated, may have some influence

over our machine, but our very passions are often the result

of the situations in which we are placed, and would not have
been called into action but for particular circumstances.—
The mind is of that plastic nature, that it is modified by an
infinity of incidents of which we are not always aware, and
over which we have no controul.—'*The form of government
we live under—the religion we are brought up in—the

country we are born in—our rank of life, whether high or low
—the manners and opinions of our relations, friends, or mis-

tresses, and the books which we are most partial to, or which
may have accidentally fallen in our way."* Even our talents

* Als far as I can recollect this is the substance of a passage in Helvetius.
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and our virtues depend upon the same causes; our talents to

our receiving a strong" stimulus to apply our whole mind and

energy to a particular pursuit ; our virtues to the preponder-

ance of good motives which our situation presents, and our

vices to the impulse of vicious motives in the same manner.

Our self-love and vanity forbid us to attribute our ideas^

principles, and conduct, entirely to fortuitous events, and
always prompt us to| place them to the account of our own
superior judgment and discrimination; so that not only the

general ignorance of the world, concerning the nature of

man, and his intellectual faculties, but our own pride and
conceit combine to support the popular delusion regarding

innate ideas and instinctive conscience.

It does' not occur to the generality of people, that a man's

being a pious Mahomedan, or a mere formal professor; a
lukewarm, or an evangelical Christian; an enthusiastic Deist,

a cold indifferent Sceptic, or a decided Atheist, does in no
manner depend upon his own imperious Jiaty or wise,

prescient, and self-determining resolve ; but upon the con-

tingent circumstances of his falling in the way of receiving

«uch, or such other impressions, and the force of those im-
pressions on his mind.
Did we ever hear of a Christian, who had never seen the

Koran, Shaster, Zadder, Zendavesta, or Poorans, &c. Avbo

in fact have never read any Bible but his own, and was to-

tally ignorant of the virtues, vices, and attributes of the nu-
merous Gods and Demons who are worshipped by the greater
part of the world, but who had only heard of, and believed
in, his own Trinity and their angels, his own Devil and his

imps? Did we, I say, ever hear of such a man becoming sud-
denly converted to the sublime doctrines of Mahomet, or
resolving to worship the Gods of the Chinese, Hindoos,
Brahmins, Japanese, or Tartars, in consequence of an instan-

taneous revelation from either of them? I believe, without
i\iQ least hesitation, every one will be compelled to answer
in the negative; and in the same manner I think they would
be forced to reply, were I to ask them if a man confined with-
in the pale of either of the Religions last enumerated,
and never having had the divine truths of our holy Ueligion
laid in review before his understanding, was ever yet sud-
denly imbued with a perfect knowledge of our faith, and
turned from error to the paths of salvation, without the usual
and common means being resorted to, in order to impress his
senses, and give him a motive sufficiently strong to annihilata
the effects of the old doctrine on hit miad, and induce him to

embrace a new one.
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One reason ^yliy the world has been disturbed with so
much controversy, concerning- these simple and self-evident

propositions, is because theologians have not liked to ack-
nowledge that man was a meie machine, the creature of
necessity and education, formed and operated upon by every
situation in which he is placed, and every circumstance
which occurs to him. No! their interest has been of a very
opposite nature—they have given him a spark of divinity,

and obtain their livelihood by conducting him to immortality.

mmmffpfum MMmtunv. j..!jinftm.—pwph—ajtw^^^uupuuiuap -wui'iBi^gp*

CHAPTER III.

" Conicience, or the moral sense, is tliat faculty, affection, or itat*

of mind which excites an instantaneous and disinterested approbation and
love of what is considered asvi7-tue, and a disapprobation and abhorrenc*
of what is considered as vice, when perceived in ourselves or others.**

T. Belsham^

TuA.T a principle of this nature does exist under variout

, modifications, no one will presume to deny, because common
observation and experience bear evidence of the fact. But
let us examine some of the arguments brought forward to

support the doctrine of innate or instinctive conscience ac-

cordinsf to the vulgar and popular notions. *'The universal

consciousness of its existence; its early appearance in child-

ren, who uniforriily speak truth till they learn the contrary;

its prevalence in all ages and countries, and the general

uniformity of its dictates." But to this we reply that the dic-

tates of the moral sense have been very different and even
contrary, in different ages' and countries; whereas instinct,

wherever we discover it, is uniform in its impulse, universal

in its operations. The moral sense depends entirely upon
our measure of right and wrong; and that standard must ne-

cessarily be different, at different periods, and modified ac-
• cording to climate, government, knowledge, ignorance,

religion, habits, and manners. In one age and country it

approves of incest, advdtery, the exposing of children in some
cases because they are not well formed, and in others to

avoid the burthen of them, and to prevent population from

increasing beyond the means of subsistence; the destroying^

of old people to save /.hem the lingering pains of age and

natural decay, and to make room for more active and useful
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members of society. Suicide, slavery, prsederasty, polyga^

my, and concubinage, have likewise been approved in variou*

ages and countries; the two last in particular among tlra

ancient Jews, and sanctioned by their God.

Now it is evident, that the general moral notions at this

time prevalent with us, prompt us to consider the whole o.f

these things as bad. Thi^i I shall be told is to be attribut^^d

to our religion. Granted ;—our religion has altered and im-

proved our moral sense,-—but this very circumstance p /oves

it cannot be instinctive, because we never find insth jct di-

verted from its course upon any extensive scale. I will

instance two instincts, the most powerful perhaps th.nt human
beings are endowed with, and both intended to facilitate and
perpetuate the operations of nature with regard, to our spe-

cies I mean Almigbty Love! whic!i, let us deck it witb

what charms we may, is nothing but that ini,4inctive sexual

passion the prelude to procreation. The S'^-cond is parental

affection, so necessary to preserve the productions of the

former. And here we cannot help excb.iming, How wonder-

ful is the order of Nature I How justb> suited to the ends are

all her means!—The tender, helpless infant, thrust into the

world without its own consent, and often without the wish

of its parents, must perish if our CornPAon mother had not

implanted in the breast of our mediate parents an imperious

impulse to protect and love us. B'^t as the rising generation

is of mure consequence than the departing one, no such in-

stinctive love is given us for our parents. Our affection for

them is only the result Or complacency or gratitude, and
never reaches the warm<:^'n of theirs for us, but is too oft a

prey to dull forge tfub.\ess of former benefits.

Every passion, Ccirfection, or propensity, which is natural

or inherent in Ijuman animals, will be found as universal as

those just iiescribed, which have been the same in all ages
and countries; but the ideas o'i rn^ht and wrcno; could never

have been so uniform and general as those instincts, because

however simple they may at first view appear, they are far

from being so in reidity.

Some persons imagine that the Almighty (with the same
golden compasses as our poet Milton describes him to have
planned the universe before he began to manufacture it) by
mathematical demonstration formed a scale of good and evil

in the hearts of men, upon which our present notions of vice

and virtue are founded: whereas there are no realand deter<»

minate qualities in vice and virtue, good and. evil. They
are mere relative terms, often as arbitrary and uncertain a»

the dictates of the moral sense.
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Men are greivanous animals; their comfort and strength is

ia society, and they herd together for mutual protection.
Society is no sooner formed than experience teaches them
ihat one line of conduct in its members is beneficial both in-
dividually and collectively, and that an opposite line of con-
duct !s detrimental in the same manner. The former they
disv^ini^uish by the appellation o^ right, and the latter that of
wroi\rj. They reward the one with praise and honor as an
exciteuient to its practice, and they load the other Avith re-

proach or punishment that men may be deterred from its

pursuit. Here then is the origin of Good aiid Evil—Vice
and ViRTL^K

—

Right and Wrong:—distinctions invented by
man alone, but dictated to him by nature and experience,
that is to say, by pleasi4re and pain, the standard of all our
actions, and tb e foundation of all our morality, but varying'

according- to thO wants, advantages, times, situations, and
circumstances of ni^ankind.

Here tiiencommei?ces the inoral sense, the perception of
right and wrong, acqi?ired by instruction, enforced by dis-

cipline, and established by common consent. By going to

these simple principles, how easily may we trace the origin

of filial and fraternal afiection, the love of truth, justice, ge-
neral benevolence, fear and love of God and the like—and
the corresponding feeling's and expressions annexed to their

contraries, viz. falsehood, malignity, injustice, ingratitude^

impiety, and the like.

If the religionist should say I have only treated this sub-
ject in a cold, philosophical point of view, and that lam an
entire stranger to the divine efficacy of God's love shed
abroad on the hearts of the elect, or of those who have sought
the means of grace, and tasted the sweets of the new birthj

to him I vvould answer, that I am by no means a stranger to

any of the effects of religion, having carefully watched them
in persons of different ages and sects, and having been my-
self so zealous and enthusiastic in the cause, when young,
and my heart felt so grateful for the share o^ grace which I

enjoyed, that I burned with the ardent desire of labouring

in the vineyard, and comn\vm\c2ii\wg(with divine assistance)

my internal experience to others. That I have preached the

Gospel with sincerity and indefatigable zeal, that by dint of
extemporaneous exhortations directed to the passions, rather

than the understanding, I have caused the hearts of somt
hundreds to beat in unison with my doctrines, and have had
the satisfaction of hearing them relate similar experience, and
<2e)^cribe the same sensations as what 1 felt in my youth ;--»
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therefore I consider myself qualified to appreciate the con-

science of a saint as well as that of a common human animal,

I contend that the one has no more revelation* than the

other, except in imaginalion, and that there is no more uni-

formity of coiiscience among those professing-'lhe same faith,

than there is among infidels, savages, or barbarians.

Amongst the innumerable sects who lay claim to ihe Chris-

tian name, what a great diversity of conscience there exists

as to dogmas and ceremonies. Each s^ct conscientiously

believes that they are the only true Christians, and that all

the others are either totally wrong, or a great deal beside the

mark; consequently all these people's consciences cannot be
infallible on that point. The most ancient and extensive

body of Christians existing at the present day (the Catholics)

would think themselves very wicked should they treat with
levity or disrespect, the numerous forms, ceremonies, and
institutions of their infallible church; and the conscience of
the smaller number, viz. the modern, the newly manufactured,
or reformed or c?eformed Christians would not permit them
to comply with many of the before-mentioned forms and in-

stitutions, for fear of committing the sins ofidolatry, wor-
shipping Baal, or fornicating with the Scarlet Whore of Ba-
bylon. And among those who consider the system estab-

lished at the Reformation, (called the Protestant Establish-
ment,) to be no more than a 13astard of the Old Scarlet Whore,
and by no means free from the leaven of her impurity, and
have consequently seceded and dissented from her, and set

up shops of their own, thus reforming the reformed system
—improving upon improvement, and bring, as they think,

the article to perfection f even' among these, I say, what a
variety of conscience! The Trinitarian shrinks with horror
from the doctrine of him who believes in but one God, and
considers him a blasphemer for denying the divinity of Christ,
while the conscience of the Unitariarian would smite him if

he joined in the worship of three gods, thereby derogating
from the pow er and majesty of his only one God. The Cal-
vinist, the Arminian, the Quaker, and the Muggietonian,
the Jumper, the Baptist^ and the Swedenborgian, have all

* E andato il tempo delle rivelazioni, de' predigj e delle straordinarie
missioni.—Crudeli. Quaere. Did it ever exist? E. P.

"t"
Wiiich always must be Ciirried on.
And still be doing, never done;
As if Religion were intended
For nothing else but to be mended, Hupibras,
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different consciences on points of faith or discipline, and jet
they all claim exclusive possession of the truth, and pretend
to draw their religion from the same somxe.

If the dictates of any sort of conscience were to be as uni-

form and infallible as instinct, we should naturally expect it

would be that given us by the Christian Keligion as to those
duties and points of faith essential to our own salvation; but
as we find the professors of Christianity split into a thousand
divisions, and all differing" materially, where is the test?

They cannot all be right, and as truth, (if there is such a
thing in these speculative matters) can be but one, they are
more likely to be all wrong than all right.

The last resource of the defenders of innate conscience will

be to send me to a death bed;—there I shall be told that all

my arguments will be answered. But I find myself particu-

larly strong on this point, and can meet them by merely
.
g^iving the result of my actual observations.

In the capacity of a Dissenting Minister, it has been my
lot to witness the last moments of some hundreds in the
course of my life. There is scarcely a denomination of the

Christian world but to some of whom I have been called or

sent to impart the last consolations of religion, and to ad-

mitaister the sacrament in that critical hour. I have attended
the sober and serious Christian, who had made it his study to

conform to what he had been taught was his duty, and feel-

ing conscious of his good intententions, as well as of his

imperfections, I have seen him die with hope and composure.
On the other hand, I have seen those, who, having faith in

the religion in which they were instructed while young, had
nevertheless totally neglected its dictates during a large por-

tion of their lives, go out of the world with anguish and re-

morse, on account of having left undone that which they

believed they ought to have done. I have seen the enthusi-

astic fanatic whose life has been by no means moral or cha-

ritable, but who by a long attendance on the means ofgrace
had had his imagination worked to such a pitch that he con-

sidered himself one of the elect children of God, expire

with triumphant extacy, and exclaim that he saw the Lord
Jesus waiting to receive him.

I have seen a gloomy fanatic who had led a life of the

strictest discipline and devotion, whose manners were ami-

able, and whole life innocent and harmless, so impressed

with his own unworthiness, that he died without the hope of

salvation.*

* Tbepoct Cuwper waf a limiUr instance.
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Ts tijere arsj thing of revelation in all this?—Is it any
thing- more than the mere mechanical elFect of the different

impressions ditferent men have received. If a man has
beheved any system of religion while in heallJi, and neg-
lected it, it will undoubtedly fla!«h conviction on his mind
when brought to the verge of life, and going-, as he con-
ceives, before his Judge. This, ho-.vaver, would be the

result in any olher faith as well as ours; but the bigotted

fanatic thiuks that aH a mau's errors in faith will be cleared

up in that trying moment. I have heard a furious Calvinistic

Trinitarian, tell a more rational Unitarian, that he would b«
glad to acknowledge the div inily of Christ, the personality

of the devil, and the realiJy of hell-flames before he died;
but I have seen many Unitarians quit the stage without any
such revelation, and perfectly contend with their heretical

iaith. All those who disbelieve in divine revelation are sup-
posed by zealous re'igionists to sie their error when the

king of terrors approaches them ; and they have been ex-
tremely fond of manufi^cturing and reporting the last con-
fessions of such persons, in order to support their hypothesis.

I am willing to admit that many adopt Deistical or sceptical

opinions on superficial grounds, without being* the converts

of any laborious ratiocination ; and in that case nothing is

more probable, than that tlie notions in which they were edu-
cated should rush into their minds, wlien reduced to that

weak and helpless situation which n)akes poor human nature
willing to catch at a straw which gives it hope.

In saying thus much, I am not contending that one or the

other are right or wrong ;—why should I be so presurnptuous
as to determine speculative questions, about which the whole
world are still as divided in opinion as they Mere two thou-

sand years back? All f assert is, that whatever a man is

f.rmly |)err^uaded of, wlielher true or fahCy in that he will

die; ajul 1 do most solemnly declare, that I have prayed by
the side of many philosophical unbelievers, of moral lives,

who left the world as perfectly satisfied with their ideas of
religion and as composed as the niost pious Christian.

1 am likewise willing to acknowledge that the good Chris-
tian and the enthusiastic fanatic, who are supported by the
cheering promises of the Gospel, their dependence on the
blood of Christ and the mercy of God, have the advantage
over the Deist, the Sceptic, and the Atheist, because self-

love and the love of life, being the most powerful impulse*
which operate upon our species of animals, nothing can b«
more cherishing^ to those pag&ions in the moment of death.
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than the flattering; hope of existing- hereafter. Some D«isfs

entertain similar hopes to the Christians, but I cannot se«

vhat gTOund they can have for any rational dependence on
such a result; nor have I any hesitation in avowing it as my
rar«iid opinion, that when once a man ^ives up divine reve*

lation, he has no basis whereon to raise the superstructur«

of religion, nor any materials wherewith to manufacture a

Deify. All hi'- doctrines of immortality are then built upon
the uncertain foundation of human reason and g-ratuitou«

hypothesi'. By the Sceptic I mean the man who only

doubts, and by the y>theist he who absolutely denies, the

existence ^of a Cod. The latter character, by a certain mode
of reasoning", persuades himself that with this life all con-

sciousness becomes extinct ; therefore he is free from the

horrors of an eternal broiling, which the ghomy Religionist

expects, though at the same time he is deprived of those

transporting extacies which waft the soul of the happy Reli-

gionist to the mansions of bliss.

The vulvar in general, and some writers who are not suffi-

ciently acquainted with the human mind, deny that there is

such a person as a sincere Atheist. To this notion my own
experience gives the lie, as 1 know those now living-

whose character for virtue and integrity pu^s their profession

beyond a doubt, and I have moreover received the dying
confession of several who were decidedly Atheists, who were
firmly persuaded in their minds, and yielded their breath in

the most resigned and tranquil manner. I could illustrate

this, if it were necessary, by several names eminent for lite-

rature and science, as well as of private individuals, but as

such a popular odium is attached to. these unfortunate per-

sons, no rational individual will expect or wish me to wound
the ftelings of their friends by such a publication."^

* J cannot, however, help mentioning one instance. I once resided in the
same neighbourhood with a gentleman who was a most decided Atheist. W*
freqiicfitly met in the stage passing to and from London, and though our ideas

regarding- religion were very opposite, yet the great similarity of our propensi-
ties in politics, literature, and tlie fine arTs, led us to interchange civilities

and booi s. An over studious and thinking habit brought him into a eon-
sumption, of which he'died in the meridian of a life, devoted to private benevo-
lence and general philanthropy. Gn his death bed he remembered that 1 was.
one who had ol'ten renjindeU him of tlie awful end which most religious books
represent as the unifortn lot of Infidels, which I had been in tlie habit of con-
trast ing with that of Addison. He sent f^r me and four other serious neigh-
bours, and two friends of his own cast, and addressed us as near as possible in

the following words :
** My dear friends, alter the example of Addison, with

which 1 have often been taunted, I called you in to witness how calm and
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My object in any thing- tJiat I have said, is not to deprire

*ny one of the consolations of religion, but by showing
what conscience really is, to lead people to liberality of sen-

tirtient and Christian charify for those who differ from them
in opinion

As a conclusion to the authorities I have produced and my
own arguments thereon, I beg leave to subjoin the following-

Sassage from a letter written by the late pious and learned

)r. Watson, Bishop of Landaff, to the celebrated Mr.
Thomas Paine :—" A fever, which you and those about you
expected would prove mortal, made you reinemher, with

renewed satisfaction, that you had published the first part of
your " Age of Reason," and you know therefore, you say,

by experience, the conscientious trial of your principles. I

admit this declaration to be a proof of the sincerity of your
persuasion, but I cannot admit it to be any proof oi" the truth

of your principles. What is conscience ? Is it as bus been
thought, an internal monitor implanted in us by the Supreme
Being, and dictating on all occasions what is riiblor wrong?
or is it merely our own judgment of the moral rectitude or

turpitude of our own actions? I take the Mord (with Locke)
in the latter, as the on/y intelligible seilse. Now u ho sees

not that our judgments of virtue or vice, right or w! jng, are

not always formed from an eidightened and dispassionate

use of our reason in the investigation of truth ? They are

more generally formed from the nature of the religion we
profess; from the quality of the civil govcFirnunt we liv«

under; from the general manners of the ago, or the particu-

lar manners of the persons with whom we associate; from the

education "we have had in our 7/outh ; from the books we
have read in a more advanced period ; and from other acci-

dental causes. Who sees not in this account that conscience

may be x'onformable or repugnant to the law of nature?

tranquil my unfashionable philosophy permits me to die. Self-love is inherent
in our system, consequently we clierjsh life ; 1 have, moreover, the most trn-
der connections which bind me to society ; 1 am not destitute of this world's
|:oods, and therefore should have nm objection to live if blessed with health.
Nature, however, call me to herself; 1 shall sleep eternally in l.tr bcr^oni.

iWy mind is perfectly free froio the gloomy terror of supcrst tion, for I i now
nothing above Nature. 'iVhen 1 was a Christian, I valued blind faitk more
than purity of conduct, and despised my neigh our, because his views uere
tifferent from my own. Philosophy has taught nie liberalitv oi se tiuient, and
to regard actions more than opinions. Farewell !—free yuurselv. s from the
•pells of a chimerical enchantment, and be guided by Nature, Reason, and
Experience :"—and expired. If this should meet the eye of any relatiuns, I
truct they will not be offended, as the name is concealed.
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may be certain or doubtful? and that it can be no criteri ou
of moral rectitude, even when it is certain, because the cer-
tainty of an opinion is no proof of its being a right opini on.
A man may be ai certainly persuaded of an errar in reason^
ing as ot an untruth in matters of fact. It is a maxim of
every law, human and divine, that a man ought never to act
in opposition to his conscience; bat it will from thence fol-

low tiiat he will, in obeying the dictates of his conscience,
on all occasions act right. An Inquisitor who burns Jews
and heretics; a Robes pit^rre wiio massacres harmless wo-
men; a robber who thiiik^ all things ought to be in common,
and that a state of property is an unjust infringement of na-
tural liberty;—these and a thousand perpetrators of different

crimes, may ail follow the dictates of conscience: and may^
at the real or supposed approach of death, remember, 'with
renewed satisfaction,' the worst of their transactions, and
experience without dismay *a conscientious trial of their

prin Mples.' But this, their conscientious composure, can
be no proof to others of the rectitude of their principles^

and ought to be no proof to them ot their innocence in ad«
herino- to them."
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